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College:

Tuition Hike
Steinem
and the
Changing
.Crusade

... she does not
pro]ect the ·image
of the fiery,
··castrating radical. ..

by Terri Cooney
Gloria Steinem, in a timely public
by Lisa Gonsalves
T~esday night, April 28th,
appearance at Bridgewater State
College, addressed a crowd of over
through the efforts of the Student
500 Tuesday night in the Student
. Union Program Committee,
Union Ballroom. Ms. Steinem is one
Bridgewater State College was
of the most controversial feminists
privileged to host a lecture by Gloria
who's name is often equated with
Steinem. A controversial journalist
the Women's LiberationMovement.
and co-editor of MS magazine, Ms.
'She spoke on a variety of topics in
Steinem is a lecturer as well as
what turned into a three hour
political activist whose main
lecture. She thanked the audience
interests are feminism and minority
for attending her lecture, even
rights. The Student Union
· though they were missing the ·
Ballroom, where the lecture was
President's speech.
held, was. filled to capacity. While
men were in attendance, the
Ms. Steinem didn't waste a
minute of the three hours and
majority of the audience was
introduced her talk by criticising ~he
women.
Reagan Administration for the
Opening her speech on a
"aggressive masculinity" of its
humorous note, Ms. Steinem
policies. She said that by cutting
ridiculed various statement made by
social .. welfare progratns and
President Reagan during his term as
unnecessarily increasing the
governor of California. At a
military budget, Reagan is "Some of us have become the men California college campus, i.n a
encouraging social as well as legal wewantedtomarry."~-GloriaSteinem speech concerning ecology, the
inequality for women, and women
President was quoted as saying,
will suffer the greatest from these
"trees are the real pollutersn. The
policies.
following day students covered
She said that Ronald Reagan,
trees with placards proclaiming,
"Stop me before I kill again,,.
along with the rest of the right wing,
During her lecture, Ms. Steinem
ultra-conservative Republicans, are
covered many ''umbrella topics/' as
trying to govern the nation by a
Patriarchial/authoritarian philo·
'she called them. Believing marriage
necessitates equality arid mutual
sophy.
Combined with the born
again Christian movement, which is
respect by both partners, Ms
also tied in with this principle,

G )Orl··a

Ste1·n
.. em
at BS· c.

by Gil Bliss
The Massachusetts Board of mack Building in Boston. Another
Regents of Higher Education 100 students waifed in the area for
approved last week 14 million in tui- · results of the vote as more than a
tion increase for the 28 public cam- dozen Capitol Police were also on
puses statewide. The increase will hand. The six-member student advigo into effect next year(1981-82 aca- sory committee to the regents
demic year) and was passed despite · resigned en masse after the
strong vocal opposition from some meeting.
The tuition scale approved yes·
75 students present. The 10-2 vote
resulted in boos and chanting from terday for the year was the same
the students gathered in the sixth one that had been proposed at the
cont'd. on pg. 3
floor hearing room of the MtCor·

Sexual Harassment
A

Problem at BSC?
The. HComment" plans a special
series on sexual harassment. We
will take a look at the problem on the
national scene, and we will also be
reporting on local developments,
including Gloria Steinem's appear·
ance at the Co!Jege and the seminar
on sexual harassment that was to
have taken place this week.
We are acutely aware oUhe sensi·

tlve nature of the subject and hope
to present a fair and balanced pie·
ture of the situation. But to do so,
we need the help of our readers. We
invite you all to· send in yqur
thoughts and opinions. Jn particular, we want to hear from women
who believe that they have b~en the
victims of sexual harassment on
campus. Your input is neGessary so

that we can get an idea of the extent
of the problem--if any:·at Bridgewater State. - Just clip out our poll
form and drop it off at the "Comment" office. We would also like to
learn .the details of the incident--a
brief note would do, but PLEASE do
not use any names. We cannot print
them unless in connection with format charges,"l~galactioh; etc;· ff you
wisn to talk to one of the staff, we
would be happy to hear what you.
have to say; ALL· personal information will be kept strictly confidential.
A.ddress your replies to "The ,
Comment... , Sexual Harassment
Series. Remember, we need the
support of the wome_n on campus to
tell the stow

l~~•::~:~1=~~~,:~.:c.o:::::~~«!:t:rD-::o;:::>.~1t~i:i>.»i'r~~i~~~~~~·~t'i~~~c~:~t~r.~:~:>~:>.:•::;.t;:>.a.

Have YOU Been
Sexually Harassed?????

Sexual Harassment: A
Revolution· Hits the Skids

A Comment Poll
For Women Only
Age ___ Class Year _ _ Married/Single

by Tom Gregg
ls the sexual revolution going
What constitutes sexual harassproof to back it up. Otherwise; in
sour? We brought sex out of the ment? Noone can say. It is by no
our rush to protect the rights of the
closet back in the sixties, but we means enough to leave the answer
victim, we run the risk of destroying
can't seem to keep it from invading up to the. women in each case. Just
a man's life and career without good
cause. Feminists may not wish to
the courtroom. Women's rights and because a woman feels that she has
sexual freedom have been on an been sexually harassed we cannot
admit it, but the fact is that a proporintercept course far ye~rs; they jump to the conclusion that a real.
tion of the accusations of sexual
seem about to colide at the cross- abuse has-taken place. But, on the
harassment C),re bound to be false or
roads of sexual harassment. This_ other hand, it would be heartless
imaginary. Nor should we overlook
issue has recently grown into the and criminal to dismiss all such
the fact that some women themchief symbol of the. ·struggle for uncertain cases• as the product,s of
selves trade in sex far the sake of
equality between the sexes. It is the imagination or resentment. It is
professional success. This too is an
stuff of high tragedy--it can blast a easy to judge a situation in which a
abuse.
man's career at a stroke and ruin a man demands s.ex in return for a .. The sexual revolution made sex
woman's life forever--but these have raise or a promotion. It is less easy
into a commodity. It is freely offered
become secondary considerations. to evaluate cases in which the presin exchange for an expensive dinner
Sexual harassment is a public issue; · sures and suggestions are indirect
or weekend. It is bought an'd sold in
·politics is the engine that makes the and subtle; nevertheless, the effort
the personal columns ·of newspaphas been made.. But how to e~tabissue run.
ers, and it bOmbards us when we
Theie' s nothing·new about sexual lish the guidelines?
open a magazine Of turn on the teleharassment. lt has always been with
It is easy to agree in prindple that . vision. This is the social backus. But it is a new issue, having · sexual harassment is bad. The real ground of the sexual harassment
invaded both the courts and the disputes flare up over the details.
issue. We cannot afford to consider
front pages, and it presents us with a The legal issues are complex. If sexthat issue in isolation·-it is part of the
unique and very complicated set of ual harassment is to be made a big picture.
But we must··
problems. There's nothing straght- crime it seems as if each case will somewhere, somehow--strike a balforward about it: for every simple, require proper evidence. People will ance between. sexual freedom and
overt case that comes up there are have to be made aware of the partic- the undoubted right of women to be
two or three for which adequate ular actions that add up to sexual secure in their professional and perguidelines do not exist.· We might harassment.' Then the courts will sonal lives from the shame and outpuzzle our brains to pieces over sex- have something to .go on.
rage of sexual harassment. It is not
A case of sexual harassment can- going to be easy.
ual harassment without arriving at a
not be allowed to stan.d without
set of universal conclusiof!S.

1 have/have not been ·sexually hara~sed at BSC
Number of incidents ---'----"

What were. you offered in exchange for sex?

Did you agree to·go-along? Yes/No
If you have any additional comments please feel

free .to add them to this poll form.

Drop in Personals envelope on door Qf Comment
~~•i{'(>.•'~~i~~~~;~;~:;~:::~;!a""i·:.maiJ~;:~t~~~
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Open Letter to the Campus
I'd like to thank all who participated in the events of the recent
Creativity Day. I feel that the day
was a success, and that everyone in
attendance enjoyed the creative
outlets featu1ed on that day. With
this first Creativity Day under our
belts, I believe that the ground has
been paved for similar events in the
future.
I'd also like to thank the SGA,
Rick Veno and Dot Lischick for
their cooperation, with special

thanks to Ed McDonough, Dan ·union Campus Organization room
White, Linda Ra gos ta, Rick for anyone interested in helping plan
Camuso, Maureen O'Malley, Cora a Creativity Day or Spree Day for
Wells, Tom Gregg, Lynn Haffner next year. There is certainly room
and others for their help in organiz- for improvement over this year's
ing the day. Your assistance was Creativity Day, and hopefully this
vital and greatly appreciated.
first time helped to get some of the
I've already been.approached by a kinks out. Everyone is welcome to
student with an idea for a Spree provide input into this Thursday
Day, an event that could include meeting.
artistic as well as other events.
Sincerely,
There will be a meeting this Thurs·
Briar; Gaylo:d.
day, April 30 at 11:00 in the Student
.
Arts Magazme

~·~

Letter to a Bridgewater Street Harasser

I was jogging quietly on a local
sidewalk recently, no thought in my
mind save to survive another halfhour daily attempt at being healthy,
when a car swerved up to the curb
and honked. From within its internal confusion, a single face and pair
ofhandscameintoviewand, withan
ability reflecting hours of hard practice, launched vulgar gestures atme
from behind the safety of a B.S.C.stickered window.
As is habit by now, I continued on
{my mother always told me to ignore
mad dogs and bad men, or was it
bad dogs and madmen... ). inwardly
calming my immediate reaction-"%¢&*!--with the old "they know not ~
what they do .. routine.
Now, I know that there are many
serious problems in this life whose
mere shadows can reduce an incident such as this to laughable insignificanc~. But I have run out of my

ration of cheeks to turn the other
way. And I now wish to be heard:
DEAR STREET HARASSER:

I sincerely wish I knew what your
real problem is (problems there are,
I suspect).
Perhaps your first
harassment attempt was reinforced
by a smile from the victim (as she
pulled her pistol out of her purse,
remember?). Perhaps you secretly
wish your disgusting invitations to
be accepted, and travel in packs for
mere warmth or from some primitive instinct. Whatever your motive,
listen to these facts:
Your individed attentions _are no
compliments and are not flattering
to anyone. No woman will pine
away and die for lack of your lewd
behavior. Youractionsdonotmake
you appear to be more of a man, or
more sexually attractive, or. more

daring, or more muscular, or even
taller. They make you look like· a
real loser--a person who doesn't
have the common decency to allow
another human being basic human
respect. And because of the ignor·
ance you insist on sharing with the
world, your victims <:annot enjoy the
fundamental privileges you take for
granted without being reminded
every so often by someone like
yourself that people like you are still
·around. ~would be greatly tempted
to organize a carload of women to
drive around with after school and
on weekends harassing men with
insults (text borrowed from my own
·and others' experiences), if it didn't
mean reducing this issue to your
standards. Why don't you take the
time (and see if you can dig up some
courage and maturity while you're
at it) to see what you're really doing?
A Former Victim

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
. Happy Easter. I just returned from what I'm doing and if it is any conso- commitment, of true caring and
my p~aceful weekell<i a\IJ?iY fr9m the lation, I will stay comfortably stuffed honest heartbreak. I am Jiving my
typical BridgeWater Straight College into a,doset with coat hangers com- ·life the only way l can~ from day to
bull. At this moment my peace has ing out of my ears. I am fed up, Tam day, wondering what the next day
disturbed and again I am feeling frus- frustrated, and I have considered will bring.
So to. all you Christians, Jews,
killing myself merely because I am
trated and iritated.
I just read a letter to the editor fighting a losing battle. I thought that blacks, Catholics, Protestants, and
written by a HChristian"' who was college students were open mindeq whatever other race or creed our
sickened at the No Comment article and willing to learn, well let me teli: plentiful population, has produced,
on gay acceptance at B.S.C. This you, it's time to learn. Forget the think twice. And the next time you
person seems to have lost some- labels and stories of weirdos. We are slam the door in my face as I tread
people, we are your teachers, we behind· you, remember, I will still be
thing along the Christian line:
I am Christian, I love. people, (yes, are your cousins, we are your broth- more than happy to hold it for you.
Sincerely yours,
even the old ones), I have broken up ers and sisters.· We are your friends,
Gay and Searching for the'
fights, I have gotten beat up, and I only until you find out how "'weird"
am gay. (How ironic: gay (ga), adj. I. we are. Give me a breakyouguys, Rainbow.
joyous and lively, m~rry.)If only I our lives are not of choice, predeter·'
could be;,normal" like the rest of the mined is the best bet. We've tried to . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - world, oh wouldn't I be s9 happy. play your stupid roles, and why live To the Editor,
Just think, I could go to ei frat party miserably when life is so short and , ' ln · response to the letter written
-and take turns sleeping with the otherwise not very uplifting.
by '."Straight & Sick of Being ConAs I dose this letter, ·I am very . demood for It."
entire school. Then. I could do ·all
·
kinds of drugs and ;maybe go out saddened. My life must be kept hidThe April 2 article entitled "Stuand beat someone up. Or maybe den from family and friends because dent Life· Recognizes the Gay
·just make fun of people. Oh, such they do not agree with it. Ahh, the Minority at Last" was a Satirical
misery. But I will not give in. I know pi2ce, as I interpret~d it. ·I do not
fun "normal" life is.
Before I get too carried "away, I just the happiness of true love, of true bPiieve th~~i:!1)thor·ot the aforementiwant to make one ~hig clear. My . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - oned article had any intention whatcomplete heart and soul thanks you
soever of making jest of the gay
for wanting to "help" tis. Why not Dear Editor,
population on this. campus at all.
stick us into Bridgewater Mental
I· am really disappointed to. see (Perhaps you should reread that
Hospital. Then you won't have' to that many people on. this campus article.} His or, Her intention, it
look at us. Let me tell you friend, I are so narrow-minded that they Ci;\n- seems to me, was pure]y supportive
am not sick. I know perfectly well not take·a joke. Yes, I am one of the instead. Through the use of Satire a
- , many: here at Bridgewater who strongly resented & controversial
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - appreciated the "No CommentN, subject can be approached and a bit
and I'm proud of it. You see, I knew of light might ,be created from this·
To the Editor,
that April Fools Day comes but for-those.who have felt comfortable
To the person who is staight and once a year, and The Comment remaining within the dark carriers of
· tired of being c~ndemned for it.
Staff (and others) have to have an an archaic existence. ·
You misfakenly assume that outlet to vent their creativity. Those
Furthermore, you . are· grossly
homosexuality is a #problem". If it is who are complaining: can you do mistaken in your assessment of the
a "problem" at all, it is your "prob· any. better? If you think you can, gay population. Your desire to
lem" obviously having a hard time shut up and join the newspaper HhelpH these. individuals acknowldealing with what ,is essentially, a staff. In· case you are wondering, edges an obvious belief that you feel
matter of preference, and nothing there are really gays and straights, "We" are,not well.,Thank you for the
more.
blacks and whites, and' even men concern but. I am truly as well
Homesexuals do, not need your and woman on this campus .. Ev·ery'. adjusted as the next person. There
"help". IJ is pompous of you to think one ,has different interests, and you is no need to gather a group of inept
that because you are straight you can't please all the people all the and unaware people together to'
are in a position to "help" those who time. Thos~ of us who found the help the gay men and women on this
are not. The only "help" you can be •paper.amusing are just ·more·open- campus see what you may perceive
to a homosexualis to a'ccept him or minded about these things. I'm as the light. This is not our light. ,
her as a fellow human being, with really sorry for you closed minded
Finally, I truly do not condemn
feelings ,·and emotions much like people, and hope you recover· real anyone for pursuing that which
your own, believe it or not. If you soon. It's too bad you can't take it.in helps them obtain a· basic right-can't do that, then you are the one the spirit in which it was intended:· happiness.
who needs the "help"
Signed,
FUN!
Sincerely,
Gay and Fortunately Happily
Paul Newman
Open-Minded and Proud of it
Adjusted with My Identity

EDITORIAL.
The Student Union Program Committee had to be gratified by the
turnout of well over 500 people to see Gloria Steinem speak on Tuesday
night. The 500 women and perhaps 50 men seemed attentive, as they do
at most lectures here, but one has to woder what motivation was
involved in the minds of the women in attendance.
Bridgewater, historically, is far from being a hotbed of political action.
As Steinem pointed out, the Womens Center is tucked off in a corner of
the Union, and not much is heard about it, a situation that is unlikely to ,
change_ Steinem seemed to be incouraging the audience to organize,
make announcements, hit the street; but I think she may have picked the
wrong place. Certainly many thoughtful, committed people were
present, but I couldn't help repeatedly noticing the girl on my left hanging
all over her boyfriend during the whole lecture. I found myself feeling glad
that they were out of Gloria's eyesight. I wonder what the girl was
thinking?
The inevitable women-in-sports question came up, and many in the
audience had to be disappointed with Steinem's reply that she didn't
.know much about sports. On a final note, I would've enjoyed seeing
more women faculty in attendance, but maybe that. is indicative of out
situation. I mentioned to Ms. Steinem on her way out that she would
have better luck on this campus organizing a softball game than a
feminist rally.

·aws

EDITORIAL
There has been a rash of pettiness
on campus this spring. It has started
with a swarm of letters from the Stu·
dent Payment Office informing 700
(count· 'em!) 8-S.C. students that
they owe 50¢. Ridiculous? Maybe.
The fou]-up is due to the SGA
increase of two bits to their semes·
ter fee.
At first, I thought that someone
had played a good trick on me. It
was inconceivable that the Student
Payment Office would actual1y be
chasing me for 50¢. I've heard of
nit-picking, but really. . .So, I
laughed it off as an administrative
practical ·joke. These little letters
,never amount to anything anyway,
right?
Very wrong. The following week
brought another Student Payment
Office letter, complete with threats
of barring me from registration and
withholding my transcripts and final
grades. I couldn't believe that I had
singled out (With 700 other poor
fools) from the total student popula~

tion of over 4,000 for harassment
through the mail. What made. me
the target of these letters? A slip of
the wrist when my check, and a simple oversight when reading the
amount on the statement!
How much did the Student Payment Office spend in time and labor
to send me and 700 other students
these unfortunate letters? Who was
the office worker that slaved for
hours at the desk meticulously folding the letters and stuffing the envelopes? The address was stuck on as
a small adhesive label. Who labored
for hour after hour simply sticking
name after name. on envelope after
envelope? Is it worth fifty cents?
How low would they stoop to clear
their books? Would they stoop for a
dime? a nickel? ,a penny?
If you haven't paid your two bits
to the Student Payme[lt Office, I
suggest that you do so, immediately.
Today your transcripts, tomorrow
your diploma; •· •

LRH
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Crusade
(continued from page one}

ROTC at BSC
By Joe Downey
For:the past year there has been a program on campus that has been
kept a secret. This program is the Reserve Officers Training Corps,
which is better known as ROTC. Bridgewater State College presently
has 15 students who take courses in Military Science. Since the enrol-·
lment is small and the program is new, members must travel toStonehill
College once a week to take classes. These classes are conducted by
Regular Army Officers and Non Commissioned Officers. The students
are allowed to attend thur the SACHEM plan. The commitment as far as
time is concerned is very minimal, two hours a week for classes and one
weekend a semester for a Field Training Exercise this is usually held at
Fort Devens Mass.
The recent jump in enrollment at BSC is due in part to the Simultaneous Membership Program {SMP). The main purpose of SMP is to allow a
member of the Army Reserve or the National Guard to earn a commission. While enrolled as an SMP Cadet you are paid as a Sargent (starting
at $90), and are giving the job of an officer and the respect that an officer
expects. Enrollment in the SMP programs means that you enter ROTCas a junior, w~ich entitles you to a monthly check of $100.00. By law
Massachusetts National Guard members are entitled to 30 course credits at any state supported school. There is also a non SMP program
which allows a person to get a commission by attending ROTC for four
years.
One of the·requirments for optaining a commission is to attended a six
week course of training at Fort Bragg NC. This is known as Advance
Camp, and is usually attended between your Junior and Senior years.
While at advance camp you. would be paid one-half of a SecondLieutenant (about $900).
Once commissioned you would owe Uncle Sam 3 years as an Active
Army Officer or 5 years in a Reserve Componet. All Scholarship recipants must opt for the 3 years in the Regular Army.
I have been a member of ROTC since October and in that time I have
been taught a great deal about the military and about life in general. It is
my opinion that the ROTC program has been very rewarding in more
than the wallet, and I would suggest the program to anyone that is
interested.
If you are i11terested you can contact SFC John Hughes, or MAJ Art
Pekarnk. Their phone number is· 238-1081 ;x365, and their mailing
address is Dept. of Military Science,Stonehill College,North Easton,

02356.

Studerif Leaders Needed
A growing number -of students
find it difficult to survive the first
year of college. Going away to. college represents a major transitional
step for young people. They often
see themselves lacking the approp·
riate academic, personal, and social
skills and consequently, fallintoselfdefeating patterns of behavior of
which they are often unaware. Students, especially those who have left
the home support system of family
and friends are suddenly thrust into
new surroundings where it is virtu. ally impossible for them to receive
individual attention from staff and
faculty. Particularly during the first
year of college, students have not
developed networks of helping relationships wh:_-::h can provide the
necessary -affective and academic
support and thus break these
defeating patterns of behavior.
· This year we were succesful in
implementing the formation of such

he'iping networks. The;~ networks
provide peer support through ;:;mall,
non-threatening groups, that aid
students in their adaptation to the
college environment and in their
adjustment to a new and different
!ifestyle. · These groups work io
develop each individual's potential
for personal growth and dcademic
success.
We have implemented a continuous peer support program utilizing a
group format meeting once a week
for a twelve-week period, in the fall
semester. The groups are led by stu·
dents who are trained and supervised by professional staff.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
THE CH&LENGE AND COMMITMENT OF BEING A GROUP
LEADER, CONTACT DR.
DANIEL DIETHELM AT. EXT. 226,
MR. PETER HARTEL, EXT. -228,
OR PICK UP AN APPLICATION
IN STUDENT SERVICES ON OR
BEFORE MAY 7TH.

creates wl)at Steinem named an
"authoritarian backlash." Even
though this new conservative
movement appears to be gaining
popularity, Steinem noted that
Public Opinion Polls clearly show a
majority of people disagree with
Reagan's stands on most of the
important social issues. She said,
"However, the people backing him
have two things which help them
win support. They are well
organized and well financed." She
added, "It isn't their beliefs that are
wrong, what is wrong is one select
group of believers trying to force
their way of thinkig bn the rest of
us."
SteineO) went on to challenge the
audience by reflecting on the growth
and progress of the Women's
Movement since it's beginning
stages and she stressed the
importance of continuing with the
March for Equality. She offered
words of hope to those who wished
to continue the battle.
"Social movements were not
started in Washington, and they wiJI
not end in Washington." Power

cannot be given to us by an
administration or be taken away by
them. She added, "It has been .an
enormously long struggle, but
change has occurred. We must
remember a revolution does not just
mean reform."
In what could have been a
personal statement, as well as a
rallying one, Ms. Steinem stated,
"Some of us have become the men
we wanted to marry." In short, Ms.
Steinem emphasized the need to
avoid suppression as a result of the
authoritarian backlash. Men and
women must combine their efforts
in the name of justice and continue
to fight against any kind .of elitist
dominance. She provided an
example of politicizing sexuality by
the conservative Christian
movement. This movement is
basing most of their moral and
ethical beliefs concerning sexual
relationships on the traditional
nuclear family .. This limits sexual
rights and freedom . to anyone
outside of traditional marriage.
"That is saying you have freedom of
speech .but ca.n only say one thing."

Ms. Steinem's main point in
discussing this issue of politicizing
sexuality was . to emphasize that
sexual freedom is necessary if one Is
to have any freedom at all. She
added, concerning the abortion
issue, "It does not make sense to
allow the state power over a
woman's body rather than the
individual."
Gloria Steinem's speech was
more like a rally in which she tied
together a number of issues which
directly affected the mood of the
Women's Movement as well as the
mood of the nation.
Encouraging and inspiring us, "To
escape from our prisons" Ms.
Steinem urged us to take action in
the next 24 hours by doing one thing
in the name of justice.
When asked if she had any
regrets after making so many
sacrifices and working so hard for a
cause, she replied, "lt wasn't until
after I was thirty that I ·started
fighting for equality. My only regret
is that I started too late and wasted
too much time."
*Workshop on Sexual Harrassment
Thursday, May 7, 11 a.m., SGA
Chambers, Student Union Building.
Come and bring a friend.

Radical
(continued from page one)
because it attempts to redefine and
restructure social institutions, like
the family. Other "umbrella topics"
included re-examining the role of
women in the work force, the effects
of the right wing on minorities and
women, and most importantly, the
reproductive rights of women·.
Feminists are accused of being
Steinem believes the woman in a
family situation should not dominate
the man . .Ms. Steimen also spoke on
th~· Women's Movement, which

trivial because of.their insistence of · audience actively participated. Ms.
adapting the language to meet their Steinem responded to various
needs. Ms Steinem views this as one questions including th~ question of a
of the issues that causes feminists to male/female draft. She is.opposed
be misunderstood. In defense of to peacetime draft, but believes men
feminists, Ms Steinem stated that as and women should defend their
institutions change, the language coµntry in the event of a
must also change. Ms Steinem feels constitutionar" war. Responding to
that language has evolved, but not the question as to how she spells
far enough. For example, women women(with an ''e" or a "y"). she
are now chairpersons, while men answered that she employs an "e't. ·
remain chairmen. She is against deContrary to popular belief, Ms.
sexing language, and resents the Steinem, does not project the image
·'miil~o,@v.·'er:m<Jjpenat. ffaat grh~o~wJ,,.,,sj~m
.....oJ:'Jrn,e~r·a'l':
' . . n~kl}~r~g ~~,~~-W 9~·1orl;l"91si·;~.~~, .!?L.ll:W,,!~~!~··~,~~tr,~t)rw;xaf!i~bl".~~~:~·'*''' :·'
business world.
·
-appears warm ana persona e. · ·
with age. In her opinion, the
The lecture was followed by a
·
Women'sMovementis revolutionary question_ and answer J:i:.eriod. The
J.Qt,

Women's jean.. styie Pants.

$·

Add zing to your Spring wardrobe with
our 5 pocket lively cofored all cotton pants.

I

6.00

Women's Drawstring Pants.
Unwind in our flexible all cotton pants
in sensational colors.

$14 .95

·ovER 20 MILLION PEOPLE
WENT IN FOR RUSSIAN
LAST YEAR;
. They know something you·
don't
If you are curious but afraid t9 take up
Russian, you mc::ry wish to try · it in an
individualized programmed. way at your
own speed. Just·sign up for Elementary
.Russian LR101 and get further details
from Prof. Christina Reordan, Rm. 323
Tillinghast MWF at about 2:30, or leave
your telephone number in the message
envelope.

Sporto Sandals for Women.
Our all leather sandals are specially priced to
put Spring in your step. Regularly $30.00.

s19.95.

Good thru 5/2.

rlll IBllE
· atharvard square

662 Belmont Stre.et (Route 123), Brockton. Exit 17A off Route 24S. Opposite Sears.

@
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Summer

Positions
•
zn

Student

Union
Available
Apply in S. U. Director's Office

ANNOUNCEMENTS
HUMANITIES COLLOQUIUM
with Edward W. James
New Date:
Wednesday, April 29, 1981
4p.m.
Maxwell Libra·ry Conference Room 1
Topic:
Why Be Moral?_ Why Do More?

·LAST RING

DAYS

???????????????????????????
Professor James believes he has an argument that shows that if we ought
to keep our promises, then we ought to do such things as 'give large
portions of our wealth to Oxfam--and even be willing to risk our lives for
another. In short, be moral and do more.
!!Ht!!t!!There should be fireworks!!!!!!!!!!!!
James does not like the conclusion but sees no way out.

SLIDE PROGRAM FEATURING THE ART OF LONDON,
AMSTERDAM, AND PARIS
Painting and sculpture from the major art museums of London, Amsterdam, and Paris will be the topic of a slide-lecture presented .on
Tuesday, April 28, 1981, at 7:30 p.m. in room A-9 of the Art Building at
Bridgewater State College, will be conducting the lecture.
Having toured each of the three cities extensively herself, Prof. Hausrath will point out th~ most important works of art in each mµSeum
collection. The museums include the Tate Gallery, The British Museum,
the Rijksmuseum, the Van Gogh Museum, the Mauritshuis, the Rodin
Mu~eum, th~ Pompidou Art Center, of course, .the Louvre.
Artists featured in the program wm include Turner, Constable~ van
Gogh, Rembrandt, Vermeer, Monet, Renoir, Rodin, and Leonardo.
Prof. Hausrath will also mention outstanding gardens, buildings, and
other sites that would be of interest to the traveler.
Following the slide-lecture, Prof.. Hausrath will meet with individuals
who plan to~ participate in a three-week study tour of London, Amster-.
dam , and Paris this summer. The Study Tour will take place from July 5
to July 28, 1981, and participants have the option of earning college
credit for their travel experience.
·
The slide lecture is free and the public is cordially invited to attend.
The Art Building is located at the corners of School and Summer Streets,
Bridgewater, MA.

I

I

I

NEWS RELEASE
During the month of May· the Middleboro Science of Mind Study
Group will hold its regular meetings at 280 Old Center Street, Middleboro. The meetings, as always,
be on Tuesday nights 7:30 p.m.
Contact Stuqy Group Director Christie Dutcher at 947-8723 for more
information. The group will be discussing the laws of mental thought on
May 5, Ernest Holmes' 'seminar lectures' ·on May 12, the laws of attraction on May 19 ·and on May 26 the use and meaning of words in mental
treatment.
On May 17, Rev. John-Turek of Battle Creek~ Michigan Church of
Religious Science wm speak on the Science of Mind philosophy and how
it can help better your life .. This lecture will be at 2:00 p.m. at the Union
Street Congregational Church, 74 Commercial Street, Braintree. There.
will be no admission charge.

wm

at

I

BOOK SALE
A book sale will be held at the Maxwell Library from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

May 4 thro~ 8. The selection will include periodicals, fiction, nonfic-

tion and reference books (some of which will be s~cially priced).
Periodicals and paperbacks will sell for 15¢: each or 8
$1.00. Hardcover books are 35¢ each or 3 for $1.00~
Proceeds will benefit the library's new book fund. "'Y-ou could say
we're recycling old books into new,"' commentea Dr. Owen T. P. McGowan, ~rarian. ·

for

. COMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE
The Division of Continuing Education, University ofMassachu~tts at
Amherst, is holding a two-day.Communications Conference.June 11·12
in the Murray D. Lincoln CampusCe.nte·r on the University ofMa$Sachusetts at Amherst campus. The conference is designed to provide· an
opportunity for mid- and entry- level mana~rs.and other professionals in
t:>usiness to improve their oral. and written communication skills. Participants choose four workshops from a total of eleven offered.
The first session on Thursday begins at 9 a.m. with workshop topics
Basic Business Writirig:· Making Your Point, Public Speaking, Small
. Group Dynamics, and Gearirig t.:anguage to Social Change. The afternoon includes Writing for Business, Personal Development, andOrganizational Communication.
·
Fdday's·s~ssions offer Reada.bility in Business,.Persuasion, and Tl)e
Use of Media: Audio~Visual Materials for Presentation. Workshop
materials are provide(( · · · · · ·
· ·· · ·
·- · · ·
· ·
. For further information and a brochure, contact Linda Levin, Division
of Coritinuing Education, University of Massachusetts afAmherst; tele-

phril1e.(413L5615;2A85., .()-.,,,_,.,..,...._ .. ~~" ...............,.,.,.,..,....,._ . ,. ,. ,. '·" • -!<:···~ ,; •...-- ..-~~··"· ,..._•.,.... "'.:"",...,.,...

Save $10.00" on Ultrium
Monday and Tuesday
May 4-5, 1981
From 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Outside the Bookstore·
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~-~~-FYI ·~FYI
by Dave Burns
The Social Action Club lives up to
its name. The most recent evidence
of this was the overwhelming success of the Jonathan Kozol lecture
they sponsored.
But Kozol's
speech on national illiteracy was
only the latest of a series of oncampus activities that reflect the
club's interest in improving awareness of social problems and issues at
B.S.C. Last year the club collected
books on campus to send to ThirdWorld nations. Not only did they
collect the books, but they held. a
bake sale to raise funds for shipping
them overseas. They received letters of thanks from Africa and India
for their' efforts. This semester they
sponsored a workshop by Betsy
Rose and Cathy Winter on women
and problems of aging. They've also
had speakers on problems of alcoholism, the Iran/Iraq war, the "Peace-

ful Atom"' and Vietnam veterans.
They've had fundraisers for various
charities, including "Save the Seals"
and the Lester Houghton .Scholarship Fund. The striking thing about
all of these events is that they did not
simply benefit dub members--they
enriched the whole community.
·The Social Action Club's hard work
at bringing relevant informative programs to B.S.C. deserves our
appreciation and commendation..
FYI talked with Nancy Wales,
club president, about the club's
methods for having successful programs. She explained that Kozol
was a big hit (packing the S.U. Ballroom) because of the energetic
advertising blitz the members
initiated. They used the "'Comment"', WBIM, and many posters to
announce the lecture. They also put
notices in professors' mailbox~s,

FYI--~ FYI~~

sent formal invitations to administrafors, and spoke personally to
teachers who~e classes met at the
same time the .lecture was scheduled, so teachers could encourage
their students to attend. The fact
that publicity was spread throughout the college rather than concentrated on just one or two groups
surely contributed to the program's
success.
Another factor in drawing a good
crowd to the dub' s program is relevance. The club presents speakers
who focus on current social problems and offer solutions that can
involve the college audience. Their
fundraising efforts go toward
worthy causes that bring ,tangible
aid to the needy. This combination
of creative publicity and relevant
programs makes the-Social Action
Club effective, and an asset to

.

B.S.C.
Although_ the club has attracted
mostly sociology and social work
majors, it's easy to see that membership is for everyone interested in
taking a positive step toward coping
New
with social problems.
members will have the .responsibilities of planning, organizing, and
accomplishing next semester's club
goals. They will also have the privilege of contributing something of
value to the people of B.S.C. and the
greater community. The personal
.rewards, which may even include a
letter of gratitude from a Third
World citizen, will last a lifetime. If
you'd like to have .a share in these
efforts and rewards, contact the
Social Action Club via their mailbox
at the SU information booth.

CLUB BRIEFS:
The Social Action Club will hold a
fundraiser for Cerebral Palsy,· May
7, at the S.U. Ballroom. Band & Bar
provided--$2.00 donation--details
TBA
The monthly club workshop
meeting has been changed to May
5--S.U. Chambers. These meetings
are sponsored jointly by the Forensic Society and the History .Club.
All club officers are encouraged to
attend. The purpose of these meetings is to strengthen intra-club relations and communication, and
provide a forum for discussing problems affecting all clubs. . .A workshop entitled, "Sexual Harassment
in the Classroom..: will be conducted
b,y B.S.C. women faculty members,
--D.B.
May 7, 11:00. Place TBA

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

'E-~:t-=TALEN-T SCDUT~
~ '-..._

A MONTHLY REVIEW FOR THE MODELING /.ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

TALENT SCOUT is a new monthly trade magazine being sent (unsolicited) to over ten thousand
model J talent agencies throughout the U.S.A.
Now you may have your photo reach thousands of local and national motion picture studios,
commercial photographers, producers, advertising agencies, Television-magazine-newspaper
agencies all in one TALENT SCOUT edition.
TALENT SCOUT 1s· NOT AN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY, AND DOES NOT MAKE ANY SUCH
REPRESENTATIONS, NOJ:f DOES TALENT SCOUT COLLECT FEES IN CONNECTION WITH ANY
CONTRACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT I MODELING INDUSTRY AGREEMENTS TH.AT MAY ARISE
AS A POSSIBLE RESULT OF ITS PUBLICATION.
1

The Entertainment/Modeling Industry expends untoldsums each year in seeking and develo~ing
new talent for advertising, T.V. commercials, magazines, newspapers, books, etc. Many part time
and full time work is presently located right in a city nearest to your home.
The type of ea~nings derived in this profession is astounding, and many have made it a life long
vocation. You may also be 'aware of those in the entertainment I modeling profession that were
··.di6cove)r~tmf.l~ra'·~tii.SUaJ .•. ,~·i.r~\d!ffiS.ta'~·e5'0····tt\(;l!l:,1~.§~."~~iclil1)·~~~i·""~"ti~f~;~'~'1~~·'1':~~fY:i!~~"·~·tp)·•':th~~,,~,1·- ·~·¥·1.,,.;,;. .,. ,. ,....,"·''·":1r •.:~.·, .•,Y.... ,:·.···· .....,•. ,,,"''"'···
industry and to those seeking s.ome exposure in it.

MR.
BUNNY

CONTEST\
WINNERS

All inquires are directed to you. Though we cannot guarantee you successfu' inq~ires as~ result
of your photograph being published in TALENT SCOUT, we do guarantee at reaching the
appropriate par.tie.sin the.entertainment./ modeling se. rvices th. at inf. act make the ~ecisive agreeent with new talent.
,
·~~~--·~~~~~

·PLEASE CLIP AND RETURN THIS FORM WITH PHOTO AND PAYMENT· ..

.

- AGREEMENT WITH PUBLISHER -

I the undersigned do hereby request that the encJosed photograph be published in 1.0,000 copies· of TALE NT SCOUT which
is to b€ sent to local and national agencies. and related services in the entertainment I modeling.industry. I do hereby agree
to hold harmless, .and indemnify TALE NT SCOUT for any claims, actions, omissions, co:nmissions. by any a~d .all
individuals, agencies, legal authorities, corporatiOns, that may be occasioned as a direct or indirect result of the publishing
.of the enclosed photograph. If a minor, the legal parent I guardian permits publication, and further attests that TALENT
SCOUT shall be.saved harmless for publication.
FEE: S45.00-MONTHLY ISSUE
THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE VOID WHERE PROHl~ITEO. THE ENCLOSED P.HOTO SHALL NOT BE RETURNED. AND IS A PHOTO OF:

1st Place: Pamela Hamilton
2nd Place: Karen Sinnott
3rd Plac'e: :Danny Morris
Honorable Mention
Katie Sil'?ia
Faith Shultz
. Erin MacDonald
Kevin Dennehy
Leslie Phillips
David Morris
Tammi Phillips
Mickey Welch
Lau. ra Kr.~zanek.. ·
Anthoqy Fishel
David Sinnott
Jeremy Borjeson
Bonnie Bettencourt
Billy Bettencourt

NAME OF PERSON IN PHOTO (Please Print)
ADDR~SS

TELEPHONE

CITY

AGE

.HEIG.HT

ZIP

STATE

COLOR EYES

WEIGHT

COLOR HAIR

REMARKS: (ABOUT YOURSELF)

THE ENTIRE FEE FOR PUBLICATION IN 10,000 COPIES OF TALENT SCOUT IS $4.5.00 PER MONTH. P.LEASE ENCLOSE
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY PAYABLE TO: TALENT ~COUT
·
IF A

.Signat~re·of

Perso11 Ip Photo,_.

MINOR

·Signature of· Parent or Legal Guardian ·

!.·

Prizes wi1l be ·awarded on
Friday, April 30th, lla.m., in
the Comment Orfice for all
prizes, inc.luding honorable
mention.

TALENT SCOUT
154:0412TH AVENUE
WHITESTONE, NEW YORK 11357
.(212) 7,46-4912.
'

PLEASE SUBMIT BLACK & WHITE PHOTO {If Possible)- .•

NO.
SUMMER JOBS
Drive an ice cream truck and be
your own boss. South Shore lee

Cream. is. looking for .ambitious,
har.dworking indiuiduals .to earn
$200·400 per week. For interview,
· call David Bowers. at 583-9560 or
·~..

5sS-467q.'after 5 p.m.

-

All AGES NEEDED -

AGE

~~~--,.~~~~~~~~-..,-~
~-.HEIGHT

_ _ WEIGHT

GENERAL LOCATION:, _ _.;__.;,_ _ __
SEX

HAIR
EYES . .,.._..,....,,...._
(Other PerltnentlnfO~mat,lon' on. Ffle)
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Children's· Physical
Development Clinic

Tf
CLIJ

BENl
I:,.:;

Thinking A.head?
Fall Semester 1981
Childrenrs. Physical
Development. Clinic

The deadline for applica1
~~•¥¥'¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

•••••1

Don't pass up this opportur
helpin9i!91
flif..¥¥¥¥¥ ~··••+¥¥Jtf¥1~
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IE
NIC
ERE
YONE''
:FITS

ion ,is May 15, 1981.
l1fif.¥1f¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥·

1ity to help yourself while
hers!!!!
,... . . . . . . . . . . . . .¥¥¥

>Applications are now
'available for positions as
clinicians and assistant clinicians
for the 1981 fall session of the
Children's Development Clinic.,
Positions are now open for
, . current Freshmen, Sophomore,
and Junior students in all
majors. Students working ih this
_ year's clinic program hold
majors in the following areas:

-Physical Education
-Health Education
-Special Ed. ication
-Early - Childhood Education
-Secondary Education
-Social Work
-Sociology _
-Psychology
-Elementary Education
-Communication Arts

I

and Sciences
Applications can be obtained
from Dr. Huber in Room 103 or
in the main office of the Health
and Physical Educat!on
Department .in the Kelly
Gymnasium.
The Clinic Program, the only
one of its kind in New England
and in operation in 1974, is
devoted to the psycho-motor
(play/sport) and social
improvement of 3pecial needs
children_ ranging in ;ge from 18
months through 2 years. A
child's program may ...:onsist of
the following areas:

-Early Intervention
-Physical Fitness
-Perceptual Motor
Development

-Fundamental Motor
Skills and Patterns
-Skills in Aquatics,
Dance, Individual and
Group Games _and
Sports_
Clinicians work on a one-toone basis with a special needs
child for eight Saturday
mornings in carefully planned
activities in both the gymnasium
and the pool. The experience is
beneficial not only to the child,
but also provides unlimited
satisfadion for the clinician. In
addition to this gratifying feeling,
the clinician receives valuable
training which aids in the
development of _ professional
skills and knowledge that will
assist individuals in· acquiring
jobs in their related fields."
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April 22 - May 15!1 1981
Student Union Gallery
Third floor, Student Union
Bridgewater State College

PAMELA
MARTELL

Gallery hours:
Monday - Thursday
12 - 4pm and 6 - Spm
Friday 12 - 4pm

s.oft sculpture

Using both fabric and fiber, Pamela Martell designs and builds
architectural-scale wallhangings, bas-relief murals, and entire soft
environments for residences, commercial. and public spaces. Bold
design, contoured surfaces, and brilliant color best characterize
Martell's work. Due to the nature of her work, most is privately
commissioned for specific spaces and co!iections.
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Bridgewater State College.- Ensemble Theatre
.

in

:P;;:YYA~T;e~::n~::umni;::ci;::r
ByStephen C. Baldwin

-

=
:....

·

Studeni U?ion Auditorium
Thursd~~~;~al,,

:::;aturday

=
8:00 p.m.

BSC~::::a~t;:~itcSta~3 . 0:2.oo
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"******************************************************************************************'

s.ophomores.
~~

It's still not too late
to take Army R.OTC.
The Army offers college sophomores the opportunity
to earn an officer's .commission· in. two years. the
· . deadline for the year's~ class is soon.
,.
Apply now and once you are accepted for the special
two year program,. you attend . a six week's summer
camp, for which you will be paid approximately $540.
And that's not all. you may find yourself in .the best
·physic~} condition you've ever been in.
Then backtp college and the Army ROTC Advanced
Course in the fall. If you've done exceptionally well at·
' ca~p, you may be heading backto college with a·fun ·
: ·two~y~ar sc;:holars~ip. ·

For the.next two years, yo,u lear::n whpf it takes to be
· an Army officer. You get the kind of manag'?ment and
leQ.dership and experience fhat will be an asset to you
in any career, military or civilian. You will earn an extra
$100 a irionth up ·to 20 months. And when you
. graduate you will have earned your college degree
·,along with, the $old bars of an· Army _officer.

· If this is the ki~d of challenge you are looking for, you.

are. the kind of student we

are looking for.

CAL(·

ARMY. ROTC.{

BE ALL':Y'C)U CAN BE-.

OR
WRITE

MAJOR ART PEKAREK

SFC JOHN HUGHES
TEL 238-1081 EXT. 365

ROTC INSTR.GROUP

. STONEHILL COLLEGE
, NORTH

.

EASTON, MA.. 02356

."*********************·*************"**'**********************************'***"*"****************
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Sports
CAMPUS
CHAMPION
Vivien Marx, from Teaneck, New
Jersey was among the participants
competing in the 10th Annual
Intercollegiate Table Tennis
Chamionships. Vivien, who attends
Bridgewater State College, was one
of 32 finalists from over 2800 college
and univ'ersity campuses
throughout the U.S. competing at
the University of Minnesota in
Minneapolis, Minnesota from April
26th-28th.
All competitors have gained the
right to compete in this national
championship by previously
winning one of 16 regional
tournaments. National champions
will be determined in men's and
ladies singles and mixed doubles
categories.
The Intercollegiate Table Tennis
Championships are made possible
by ·a grant to the Association of
College Unions-International, the
sponsoring organization, from
General Sportcraft Co, and Stiga of
Sweden.

Karate Club participates in 1981 New
England Collegiate Karate Conference
by Phyllis Cox

On Saturday, April 25, the BSC Karate Club travelled to Tufts University to participate in the 1981 New England Collegiate Karate Conference. This was only the second of this type of competition' for the Karate
. Club, but their performance was anything less than outstanding. The
team participated in three competitions: The first was the Men's Kumite
or sparring competition. The BSC team took second place in this competition. The members in this competition were: Jim Carrol, Wayne Rogers, Joe Valante, Dan Ferguson, Hitoshi Sumida. The second was the
Men's Kata or form competition. The members inthis competition were:
Hitoshi Sumida, Joe Valante, Jim Carrol, Andrew Biggio, and Mike Katz.
The third was the women's Kata and Kumite competition. The members
in this competition were: Maureen Conroy and Terry Hiltz. During the
competition five out of 200 fighters were chosen to be .the most
advanced, and out of those five chosen were three members of the BSC
team. They were Wayne Rogers, Jim Carrol, and Hitoshi Sumida. This
indeed was an outstanding performance, and just think, only three
!:>roken hands out of nine participants!

Vivien Marx takes 4th place in 10th
Annual Intercollegiate Table Tennis
Championships

+·················..···········r
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VARSITY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

+

September 26
· ·• October 3
+ October 10
: October 17
October 24
October 30 ·

Framingham State .
.
Maine Maritime Academy
Western New England Coll.
Western Cpnn. State.
Curry College
Nichols College

Away .. ):.00..:P·rn· . .
Home 1:00 p.m.
Away 1:30 p.m.
Away, . 7:Q9 p.m.
Home 1:30 p.m.
B.S.C. lacrosse team in its first
Away 7:00 p.m.
"historical" game against Mass.

Plymouth
State
Boston State
Mass. Maritime

Jiome.
Away
Home

+
+

i

i •++••••••••••••••.,.••••.,.•••••·.i·
November
November 7
14
November 21

+

1:00.
...
1:30 p.m
p.m.

. .,

.

suffe.re.. d·a
7-1 defe.
at . Erik
. Maritime.
Beers, a veteran
lacrosse
player
out.
of Lincoln.-Sudbury High, ~ave the
Bears their lone tally well mto the
.
· · ·second quarter. Beers, after being
JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
denied a 1 on 1 confrontatipn
snapped and came charging back
with the goal that broke the Mari·
Tufts University · Away
3:00 p.m.
September 28
time shutout. "He's a hell of a
3:00 p.m.
Mass. Maritime
Home
October 5
player," said Maritime coach Ed
Dean Jr. College Away . 1:30 p.m.
October 25
Westfield State
Away
1:30 p.m.
November 1

+

.

..

1:00 p.m. .

Gerkstein. Charles Connelly, vow· the score to a 7 minimum.
ing to make a name for the Bears as
Brian Dorrington, Bob Devro and
a tough team, screamed in exhilera- George Moore made up the tough
tion as he layed out several Maritime line. Other players include Dusty
Buccaneers. Mike Katz. a. devoted Chapeau, Jim Greco, Keith DorBear, played the game in spite of a rington, Mike Mendelsberg and Al
nose injury. He could be heard yel- Pizzi. Goalie ·Mongo"' suffered a
ling, NI am not an animal; I am a barrage of Maritime scoring bids,
human being," as he .ran his heart but played a heck of a game. "Being·
out. The Bears' defense displayed from Mongolia,... Mongo says, "we
the. brawn.and brutality as they kept never wear cups.*

..............................

-----On The Roads Againby Neil Bunick

The Sixth Annual Patriots Day
May 10-Boston. 4.5 miles. "Run 12th and Co~g reached the Pruden- · Brockton
·
, gan, after winning· the lOK, ran
Road Race to benefit the American for the Jimmy Fund# at 11 a.m., 122 tial Center in 7th place.
3. (4th ov~ra11) John Costigan- 2:24:30 the next day in the Boston
Heart Association had its most sue- Commonwealth Ave.· Contact-Bay
Are you looking for some races to 17:46, Milford
Marathon. Out of the 500 runners in
cessful race on April 23rd, in quite State Junior College, 122 Common- run in the next few weeks; this may First three females:
the Grady lOK (6.2 miles), this wri·
May 2-Plainville,Ma." 6.2
1. (11th overall) Kathy Carnes· tet finished with 74th with a PR of
some time. The race, approximately wealth Ave., Boston, Ma. 02116 help;
3,5 miles long, was sponsored by the (266-0220)
mi1es and 2 kilometers at 1 p.m. 19:48, Peabody
39:56. Billy Rodgers, ,here I come.
Bridgewater State College Political
May 16-Brockton, Ma. 6.2 miles Wood School. Contact ·Robert
2.
Jenine Ledoux-22:12, E. Much to the dismay of local runScience Club andfayvaShoe Com- at 12 noon, Oscar Raymond School. Spitler, l Rhodes St., Plainville, Ma. Bridgewater
· ,
·
ning fans, this year's Boston Mara·
pany. The Political Science Club "National Hospital Week Race". 02703. (695-7775)
3. Patti Feeley-23:23, Brockton thon was won by two foreigners.
raised a grand total of $206.00; and Contact Tom Knudson, BridgeMay 3-Brockton, Ma. 3.5, 5 and8
·
Japan's Toshikiko Seko b~eezed to
waspresentedaplaquebytheHeart water Running Club, Bridgewater miles, at 1 p.m., Raymond School, BSC faculty:;
.
arecprdbreakingvictoryin2:09:26;
i. (,3rd overall), Ed l.ussier-17:45, 'In the women's race, underdog AlliAssociation.
State College, Bridgewater, Ma. Oak St. Contact Gerald Conefrey,
The race ·gathered 55 runners at 02324 (697 -832ld, ext. 279)
Arnone Community School, 175 Taunton (Men's track coach)
son Roe from New Zealand, also set
the start, including several Quad .8 .
May 17-Centerville, Ma., 10 miles, Warren Ave, Brockton, Ma. 02401
2, (10th overall) 1 Tom Knudson· a Boston Marathon record in
members, and one participant run· ·at 1 p.m., Centerville Elementary (584·1219)
19:36, (Pres. B'H20 Running C!Qb) 2:26:30.
ning with a cane and finishing the School, Bay Lane. No post entries.
May 3-Winthrop, Ma. 6.2 miles at
The winner, Ron Wayne is a My predictions were fairly accuBridgewater course. Race T-shirts Contact-Mike Heilbronn, 25 Buck· 11 a.m., Michael's Mall. Contact world class runner. He is originally rate;fiveofmytoptenpicksdidvery
were donated by Fayva, no doubt wood Drive, Hyannis, Ma. 02601.
Paul Caruccio, 1 Michael's Mall, from Brockton and a former NCAA ·well. As I predicted, Seko won the
May 17-Nexton Ctr. 6.2 miles at Winthrop Ma. 02152 (846-9000)
champion. A few years ago Wayne marathon. The surprise was my
influential in the registering. of 102
individuals. Prizes for top runners 11 a.m. Spaulding School, Brookline
May 3, 10, and 17-Brockton, Ma. finished fourth in the Boston Mara· tenth pick, Craig Virgin, who fin·
were donated by local merchants.. St, Contact Temple Trot, Temple· Mini Track Meets at 2 p.m. Brock- thon. When I asked Ron W~,Y he ished \;econd. Bill Rodgers, aiming
Sue Leoni, President of the Political Beth Avodah, .45 Paddingstone ton High School, Marciano Sta- didn't run the Boston Marathon this for his ·fourth consecutive Boston
Science Club, made the presenta· Lane, NeWt:on Centre, Ma. 02159.
dium. Contact Spartan Athletics year, he told me he h,ad tun in Hie· Marathotl victory; whom I chose to
If you have any comments, Club, P.O. Box 906, Brockton, Ma. Los Angelos Marathon a few weeks finish second, .came in third, eight
tion of awards, and had the honorof
crowning winner Ron Wayne. '\Vith :". questiqns :/or· f\dditional running 02403 (583-1168)
before. In a competitive field in Bos- seconds behind Virgin.
the laurel leaf.
.
. . . •.. . .· · . friformation, please aclnress them to
May 9-Campridge, 7 miles, at 11 ton, he finished fourth in the Eli:za- For the ladies, winner. Roe was
Here aretheresultsofthe3~srnile'· 'Neil' Bunick, · cfo Sports Depart· a.m., Hyatt Regency, (New England beth Grady 10 kilometerin31:51, on not on my top five list (I don't feel
race in the runne·r~s ".respect1ve:· ·merit,. Corrimerit Office, BSC, Twosome, male and female April 19th.
bad. fewscribespickedRoetofinish
Edward Grabowski won the high.) My top picks were Catalano,
categories:
Bridgewater, Ma. 02324. Most partners) Contact Hyatt Regency
L Ron Wayne-16:06 Los Altos, important, get out and run! Until Cambridge, Public Relations, 575 Grady race in31:04, and his brother (2nd in the Marathon), Benoit, (3.rd},
Calif6rl1ia -. >l · :. .:,' '; '' J . '~r~?.. .St' 'It, )';' ·~ii~J<to; ilimf!;:l Will see ' you "'.Qn:cmhe;·:J.Mernodal Ot;iY~. ,• Carnbrii:.!ge:i~ Ma.'~? ·Jdhn finished thitd.:Amaiin'gl~;6faf' anti' Gt:iteau'' {Stl'i'.r~Fo~ m!I fotlrth
2.
Steve DiN a tale-) 7 :05, Roa.ds Again."
02139 (492-1234)
bowski from Orcpard Park, Michi- and fifw picks, Binder only finished
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SGA Calendar

STOCK
MARKET
SENSE

SGA Meetings of 4/7-14-21
by Tom Gregg
Subjects discussed/ committee
reports:
During her report, Treasurer
Nancy Silva proposed a change
from a weekly to a man thly T reasurer's Report.
The Ways and Means Committee
reported that budget hearings for
81-82 are now set for May 5.
The Student Services Committee
reported on General Hospital Night-only 100 attended.
President Bill Mullen's Executive
Report on April 14 focused on the
upcoming crisis in student aid.
David' Moore of the Financial Aid
Office presented the gloomy tidings-cuts are estimated to total 35-40%
overall. Mullen also informed the
Senate that bids are being considered for class ring and yearbook
contracts for.next.year. A company
has been found, Mullen added, to

provide an on-campus refrigerator
service.
Details remain to be
worked out.
During a discussion concerning a
new Election Code, Senator Laura
Innis suggested the establishment of
an independent elections committee to prevent the kinds of problems
that have come up this year.

by Louis M; Ricciardi
As April draws to a close, the
Dow Jones Industrial Average rests
at still another new eight year high of
1024. It was the second month in a·
row that saw 5o million share trading days as commonplace, and a
furor reminiscent of the torrid
market days of the 1960's. In the first
four months of 1981, two out of
every three stocks advanced, and
investor interest in industry spread
to all comers of the nation. With the
magnificent success of Columbia's
flight, a new confidence in American
technology has developed, and people are beginning to believe U.S.
industrY can pull itself out of its current economic sluggishness.
Although this writer still expects a
temporary cooling of the stock
market's pace in the short run, the
. overall outlook for the market in
1981 remains quite strong. The military and industrial product groups
still should outperform the market
as a whole with stocks such as Aero·
flex Labs, Boeing, Moag, and
Thickol all showing good prospects
for future growth. In fact, Aeroflex
!,.abs, reccommended last month in
this column at $18.75, is currenly at

Votes:
April 7--to restrict the General
Hospital Night event to persons
over 20. Failed.
April 14--to provide a form letter
for students who wish to protest to
their congressmen about the cuts in
federal aid to higher education, and
to involve the Senate in the campaign against the cuts.
Other voting took place on var·
ious minor matters.

~~~Whispers,,_~Phyllis Cox, who recently sleep, gang--we're watching.
resigned from the Student Court, is
The SGA Senate meeting of April
moving up the Student Union 14 was the occasio~1 of an unseemly
ladder. She's been elected to the row among various Senators who
Student Union Board of Governors, will--for the time· being--remain
after a hardworking stint on the .Pro- nameless. There was considerable
gram Committee.
ill-feeling in the air, and wliispers of
SGA Senator Jack O'Neil, who resignation reached my ears. It is,
was elected on a platform of fiscal however, too soon to tell if those
responsibility, recently showed how concerned are really determined to
far he intends to carry his crusade. abandon ship.
· · ·'
At the April 7 Senate meeting he
·The SGA budget hearings'before
objected strongly and right down the full Senate are scheduied for
the linP. to the allocation of $65 .00 for May 5. They tell me that, compared
a Creativity Day cop. Nit-picking? . to the annual SGA fundfest, throwIt certainly looked like it from where ing Christians · to the lions was
I was sitting. Jack's motives may be child's play.
SGA Calendarlaudable, but perhaps he ought to /Whispers will be there to observe
cho,ose his targets with a bit more and bring you the full· story. If you
care.
missed "The Texas Chainsaw MasA pat on the back to the big sacreH you might want to drop in
majority of SGA Senators who beat yourself.
.
,
back that extremely ill-advised
Due to an editor~a) ;;>versight,
attempt to restrict the General Hos- SGA Calendar/Whispers.wound up
pita! Night to persons over 20: That·. ·on the cutting.mom.floor last,week.
would have been pretty shabby. It's I hope that this consolidated column
nice, after all the knocks the Senate will serve to bring· you '·SGAhas collected, to see them acting in watchers up to date. Apologies to
the interest~ ofthe.J?tudents--even if both the SGA and to ClutJtit\i~y fans
the matter was a minor one. But out there in Studentland.
don't let the warm 'glow lull you to

appears to represent an excellent
growth opportunity and is reasonably priced. The second, Rowan
Cos., is a contract drilling and aircraft servicing firm, presently }'.Jriced
at $16 a share. Its earnings are up
more than 450% in the last 4 years,
and has split its stock 2 for 1 in '78
'80, and '81. It appears to be well:
situated for future growth at this
time, especially with the recovery of
the American economy.
Reviewing preivious picks, International Power Machines, recommended last issue at $16 is currently
at $22 a share, the brilliant rise of
Aeroflex Labs was mentioned ear- '
lier, Sealectro, picked at $22 currently sports a price of $26 a share,
and the group of Japanese stocks
recommended last issue are
extremely strong, with Matsushita
up 8 points, Hitachi up 6, TDK Electronics up 7.5 points, and Nippon
Electric up an incredible 21 points a
share in the last two and a half
weeks. All these issues remain on
the recommended list unless otherwise stated. This week's Stock
Watch: Accuray ($12) and Rowan
($16.)

Tuition Hike (from pg. 1)
....,:.:~·:.

Regents' April 14 meeting, when it
fell one vote (7 to 3) shy of the
needed margin for approv~l. . ..
.. Under the plan, undergraduate
tuifion the 15 com·munitycolleges'
would rise from $450 to $542; at the
10 state colleges ( including Bridge· .
water), from $600 to $725; at UMass
'tram $750 to $952; at SMU from
$664 to $802; and at the University
of Lowell from $700 to $842.
Even though the increases are
less than those at local private
schools announced recently, many
students will be unable to return to

at

LOOKING· '\HEAP.
.
,·"

$28 a share and is splitting 3 for 2 in
May.
Of growing interest lately is the
"new issues" market, in which companies "go public# for the first time,
usually at a relatively low issue price.
Two recent examples of overwhelming investor acceptance of
their stock, were the stocks of Bio·
Technical Research Labs and Intergraph. Bio-Tech went public less
than a month ago at $5 a share and is
currently trading at $22 a share.
Likewise, lntegraph, a computer
graphics firm, was offered at $18 and
currently trades at $31 a share. It is
not as easy as it seems, but a com·
pany that comes out with a sensible,
timely, profitable product, usually
fares well in the market.
In the spotlight this week are two
companies, Accuray Corp., and
Rowan Companies. Accuray manufactures systems that aid producitivity and product quality in the pulp,
paper, tobacco, metals, and plastic
markets. In 1980, its sales increased
12%, net income increased 98%, and
its year-end backlog of unfilled
orders was up 33%. At a current
price of $12 a share, the company

$

.

by David A Morwick
Director of Financial Aid
As students on the Bridgewater·
throughout the nation.
campus are. receiving news aha.tit . dur cawpus-ba5ed programs such ~
the recently voted tuition increase·· ·as.the N~tional Direct Loans,
iC
from$600,peryearto$725peryear, ·Suppiejnental Grants and College -fC
it is important to be aware that other · ·W0rk;'study have received collec- . i: ·
education-related costs are rising as: tive. :~uts-_·pf 30% .. The M~ss. . . . '"~
well. BSC students can expect Board Scholarship Progra:m,has . -ilC
increases in four fees (athletic fee, been leyel-funded by the the· State iC
Student Union fee, SGA fee, and and w!th inflation this.essentially
Educational Services fee) _alo~g with>· means a· reduction .if1 ,stat~ aid ,tq · it
a moderate $30 per year. Juke for · ·:st.utjents. The Baste Gnmt ·~ncl
iC
dorm rooms, higher meal plari costs HEi.P loan programs we still .·. , ., ·il
and, for commuters, escalating being examined by Congressional .._
transportation costs. This general ·Committees and the outcom~ of· ._
inflationary spiral which hits educa- these deliberations is so far uncer- :
,tion costs as it does all other facets tain. Along with the confusion
' -tc
of.the ecqnomy comes at a time of about new regulations and hold-up ~
declining federal support in student of appropriations for these two
~
financial aid programs.
programs, Financial Aid offices at
The Reagan approach to:existing all colleges will be faced with
i'·
social programs with pronounce- delays in giving students timely
iC
ments that "the neediest in society award· notification with accurate
iC
will be taken care of," threatens to figures for the coming school year. ~
dismantle the gains made with the
Aside from writing to Cqngress- 1C
passage of the Middle Income men and letting them know about 1 1C
Assistance ,A.ct of 1978. This his- the seriousnessofthispresentsitua~ 1C
toric bill was the first to 'p.ddress the tion, students have to look ahead to 1C
needs of the middle dass family that what is in store for them in the politiis finding it'increasingly difficultto cal process as it affects this very' -+c
meet skyrocketingconese cos!s on important aspect .of their college -tc
stretched. incomes.· Thi$ Ml pro- careers .. Although all of educ·ation 1C
vided direction, funds and oppor· willreceivelessfederalsupportfram i'
tunities for families "and stud,ents of this new administration, the Reagan ~
moderate means to select colleges budget analysts admit .that· college -tc
without the barriers. of finances to financial .aid programs wm receive -tic
impede their choice. Whatever the the harshes.t cuts of all. And why do ~
outcome of the Congressionaldelib- the budget people and many Con- ~
eration on the Reagan budget, gressmen feel that college students -tc
surely the bottom line will be that can receive reductions that other 1C
middle income famiJies and students segments of the. population will not +:
~ill he expected fo contribute to a tolerate: the answer is simple. The ~
greater degree to the costs of financ- decision-makers in Washington feel -tic
ing a college education. On the ·that college students won't lobby, ~
13?'.idgewater campus the news on
college students are apathetic, an -tit
federal ·appropriations is similar. to college students don't vote!
,

colleg~s

school for the fali semester. The
lone dissenters on the board yesterday were former Massachusetts
Governor Foster Furcolo (our commencemenf speaker), whose
amendment to cut the increases by
25 percent was not seconded, and
·Dean Elizabeth Rawlins of Simmons,
College. Board member David
Beaubien said the tuition increase
was an alternative to laying off staff
or cutting programs. "The problems
we are facing did not occur overnight and will not be solved overnight," he added.

• ,.:;,;i:.·. ..

: :

On two occasions, Regents chair-".·
man James R. Martin turned down
student speakers' requests to move
the meeting to nearby Gardner
Auditorium to ··accommodate the
students waiting outside the packed
hearing room.
·
· Ron Keefe of Lexington, chairman of the student advisory com. mittee and a UMass senior
expressed dismay that yesterday'~
tuition figures had not been altered
after previous rounds of public testimony, "I really thought we'd get
more support than a 10 - 2 vote."
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Entertain ent
R0 Ck at
27%
by Joe McDonald

Some stuff to think about
when there's nothing to
think about
Hey, did you happen to notice
how many oldies have been remade
into hits recently? I have. Take
Angel of the Morning. Before Juice
Newton got her hands on it, it was a
hit for Merilee Rush in 1968. Roy
Orbison's Crying is now a smash for
Don McLean. Kim Carnes ·didn't
invent More Love; it was Smokeyu
and the Miracles. Heart did three
temakes on their Greatest Hits
disc: The Righteous Brothers'
Unchained Melody, Aaron Neville~s
Tell it Like it is and Led Zepplin'sRock and Roll.

Linda Ronstadt's made a career
of it. It's So Easy, Your're No Good,
BlueBayou, When Will I Be Loued,
Hurt So Bad, I Can't Let Go (a
1966 hit for the Hollies) and so on.
Remember Leo Sayer's More Than
I Can Say That was a remake too
(Bobby Vee did it in 1961). The Tide
i~ High was also a Bobby Vee song,
from 1967. And the list goes on. A
Taste of Honey's Sukiyaki(done
first by Kyo Sakamoto), Emmylou
Harris' Mr. Sandman (The
Chordette's) and Garland Jeffrey's
remake of ? & the Mysterians
·(featured later Grand Funk Railroad
bassist Mel Scacher) 96 Tears. Just
a little food for thought.
Styx recently presented Chicago
Mayor Jane Byrne with an official
Paradise Theater jacket. They did
this to thank her for proclaiming
"Chicago Salutes Styx Day," in
honor of their three concerts at the
Rosemont Horizon. Maybe that's
how she plans to battle crime in the
slums. Speaking of that toddling
town, three concert promoters have
pleaded guilty to charges of profit
skimming. They were charged with
underreporting the amount of
tickets sold of the 1977 Soldier Field
concerts featuring Ted Nugent,
Pink Floyd, Emerson Lake .and
Palmer, and Peter Frampfon. The

accused, members of Celebration
and Flipside Productions, were
sentenced to a six month prison
release program and fined
$1,000.00.

Journey guitarist Neal Schon and
Jon Hammer are working on an LP
called Untold Passion. Has' Schon
left Journey as Greg Rolie did? The
Jnsider,a cut from Tom Petty's
Hard Promises album, features a
duet with Stevie Nicks. In other
recording news, Queen Drummer
Roger Taylor has just released Fun
in Space, his first solo album.
Taylor wrote all ten cuts, sang lead
apd background vocals, played
guitar, bass, drums, and half of the
keyboard and synthesiser parts.
Ted Nugent has given the heavoho to another band. The Michigan
based quintet is known as the DC
Hawks and features lead guitarist
·Kurt, Rick,. and Verne Wagoner,
bassist Mike Gardner and drummer
. Mark Gerhardt. That's the trouble
with rock and roll: no st!?ady jobs.
Lastly, John McVi~ was fined
$1,000.00 after pleading guilty to
those charges of coke possession
and firearms. If they stay out of
trollble for the next year, their
records will be wiped clean. And
. I'll be back next week for, Who
Knows What. ..

Attention
Student
Leaders
The Comment invites ·each campus club or
organization to send one or more
representatives to a Gripe Session ~n Thursday,
April 14th, 11:00 a.m. in the Comment office. We
want to stir up more interest on campus in clubs
and organizations by fighting student apathy. ·
Help us in this noble cause by sending one or
more representatives to this mieting. It will be
extremely informal and refreshments will be
served.

Got A Gripe?
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"A Small Circle of Friends," inside out; they helped shape and
directed by Rob Cohen, is the story they survived the dynamic chapter
of three college students living, energized by profound conflict and
learning, and loving their way heightened understanding: Director
through a uniquely turbulent era in Rob Cohen is a 1971 graduate of
American history. The_trio is..p.lpyed ,.. Harv.~rd. Univer!)ity, the setting of
by Brad Davis, in his first motion the picture. Screenwriter Ezra· ·
picture appearance since "Midnight Sacks is a: 1970 graduate of New
Express," Karen Allen and Jame- York University. ··
son Parker.
A love triangle, the film is set in
Riot scenes in this film were filmed
Boston between 1967 and 1971 and here at BSC, on the quadrangle in
follows a small circle of friends from front of Boyden Hall (before renovatheir freshman through their senior tions began).
years. Brief scenes from the present
punctuate the action,· underscoring
what has become of them in contrast to the aspirations and social
Small ·Circle of Friends
values ·that had dominated' . their
lives in the late 1960's.
Sunday May38:00 p.m.
Most of the principal creative per·
Monday May 4 7:00 p.m .
. sonnet behind "A Small Circle of
SU Auditorium
Friends" were teenagers and
· yuourig adults during the late six$1.00 BSC, $1.50 Public
ties. They· saw the time from th~

. BRAD DAVIS IN HIS'

FIRST FILM SINCE"MIDNIGHT EXPRESS'.'

Dr. Peter Crown
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SAVE THE POOL

by Maryann Slater

shows ( especially after returning
Imagine the feeling of mucky,
from a school vacation when the filgreen water and knowing that living
tering system has been shut down to
bacteria surrounds the body. Or
save on energy costs), when you
maybe the stench that engulfs your
skin after swimming in a Clorox bot- , arrive on Monday morning for
"open swim time" to be told by the
tle. These are comments that are
lifeguard that the pool is too dirty to
quite similar to those heard in the
swim in. However, after a week of
locker rooms of the Kelly Gym
warming it up, it (the filter) does
about the pool.
function so that the water is decent
Unfortunately, the people who
enough to swim in.
hear these comments are in no position to improve the quality of the
If you are a concerned swimmer
(and use the pool), and feel ambiwater, or the system that filters it.
tious, please consider:
After finding out information about
The BSC Swim-a-thon
the predicament that has been floating around for the past several Sponsored by: PE 462
Date: May 6, 1981
years, I was told that approximately
Time: 5-9 p.m.
four years ago, there was an estimaBenefit: Money received will go
tion done by a qualified pool consultant. He figured out what repairs toward the budget of the filter
system
were needed, then a report was
handed to Dr. Harry Lehmann Sponsor sheets will be available on
April 23, at the free hour (11:00 (Director of Men's Athletics). to Dr.
Catherine E. Comeau (Chairperson 12:00), and every Tuesday and
of the Health, Physical Education, Thursday until May 6, for anyone
and Recreation Department) and interested. Pick them up in the
lobby of the Gym.
finally fo President Rondileau' s
We need all the support we can
office, where nothing else was
heard. The estimate was totaled at get and hope you'll join in with us to
approximately $60,000 worth of SAVE OUR POOL!!!!
repairs needed and believe me, it
UPCOMING EVENTS
COED
As usual, the D.LP .S. of League I are probably the strongest contenders going undefeated thus far with the Artful Dodgers not far_ behind in
League L League Il's strong teams consist of The Flyers, The Crew, and
·Donna Accomando's team.
League !I's RagingBulls have enjoyed a perfect season so far while The
Miches and O.T.R.'s are right behind. League IV's top teams include
One-Eights, The No Names, and The Problem Drinkers. If you haven't
caught the regular season games be sure to catch the playoff
competition.
MENS SOFTBALL

In Leaguer the LB's and The Slamsters look as strong as even.1;hile in
League II the Smegmas and the Athletic Supporters are tearing: up the
fjelds.
The Mens Playoffs will be beginning shortly. Support your favorite
teamm
·
·
sPR1Nc3 1NTRAMURAts·
Regular season play is coming down to the final stretch. The athletes
involved have braved the cold weather and wet fields but all in all have
had a good season anyway.

·Mt. Monadnock Hiking Trip-May 2, 1981
Depart 8:00 a.m. from KelJy Gymnasium
Red Sox-May 15 evening game
Sign ups May 6th· and 7th
10·2 across from bookstore
BAIRS elections
April 28th and 29th

New England
Summer Camp Jolis
ACA ACCREDITED CHILDREN"S
RESIDENT CAMPS
MANY JOBS AVAILABLE
FOR PERSONS AGE 19+
SPECIALISTS NEEDED TO TEACH:
swimming (WSI), canoeing, sailing,
waterskiing, scuba, campcraft, arts
& crafts, dramatics, landsports,.
dance, gymnastics, tennis, archery,
riflery, photography, riding, music.
Some general counselor positions.
Also seek doctors & nurses~ secretaries,
cooks, kitchen & mainten~nce workers.
1

lnclud.es salary, room & board.

8 week session·
TRY OUR STAFF REFERRAL SERVICE
($2 application processing fee)

NBA ENGLAND

G.APPIING ASSOCIATION
643 MOODY STREET
WALTH.AM, MA 02154
899-2042

Sociology
of Sport
AtBSC
by Neil Bunick

Dr. Dubois says there are three
Research is. very often ngcessary shown at an Eastern District Associto support man's-dise:lplmes in tech- ation of AAHPERD, and will be pub- purposes in ·performing the
nolog-Y:-. medicine, politics, and lished in the May edition of the research: "(First of all), the field
research gets the students out of the
sports. Surprised that sports is "Journal of Sport Behavior."'
This year, B.S.C. stµdents of classroom and gives them a more
included among research? I certainly was, until I was introduced to NSociology of Sport" did field realistic experience in sociology of
"Sociology of Sport", taught be Dr. research at Brockton Midget Foot- sport. Secondly, it provides a serPaul Dubois of the Physical Educa- ball games. Games played on Satur- vice to the community sports
tion Dept. at Bridgewater State . day were of the instructional league, leagues. A final purpose is to conCollege.
and on Sunday the more competi· tinue my interest in sport sociology
The instructional research."
Dr. Dubois is known for his tive league.
expertise in sport· sociology. He is coaches displayed positive behavior
The goals of the research are to
an author of several articles, and 85% of the time, and the competitive get Youth Sports Coaches away
from the professional model (prooften makes presentation around coaches only 75%.
The Sunday football league pres- duct end), and toward the instructhe country at national sociology of
sport conventions. Much of his ented a more professional model tional model (process end). The
presentations are based on the than the Saturday league. 6ames research is designed to increase the
research he has conductedwith his on Sunday were played in a large fun, participation, ar:id instruction,
classes at Bridgewater State. Over stadium, on a standard-sized, rather than completely stressing the
the past two years, Dr. Dubois has manicured field; as opposed to the "must-win" situation. Dr. Dubois
worked with his students in actual Saturday games, which were played also points out that the research
field research in local youth soccer on a considerably smaller field, con- helps keep people involved in
taining sketchy yard lines and gravel sports.
and football leagues.
Besides the class research proLast year, Dr. Dubois' students pitfalls. The Sunday games had the
observed the behavior of coaches national anthem played, referees ject, students are concerned with
toward the players of the Bridge- who were fully uniformed, and topics, such as the social context· of
water youth soccer league.
cheerleaders. The behaviors of the competition, sport and schools,
Research showed that the coaches' coaches and players and these char- sport and mobility, women and
responses became more negative if acteristics enhanced the tendency sport, plus various other .topics.
their team was losing the game or toward a profe.ssional model with all ·"Sociology of Sport" (PE470), a
had an overall losing record. Win- its exploitive features. The football vastly growing· discipline is being
ning coaches displayed 17% of their research is being summarized by offered this coming fall at B.S.C. on
behavior as negative during games, Dr. Dubois and will be presented to Monday, Wednesday, and Fridays
and losing coaches expressed the the coaches and administrators of at 9:00 a.m., taught by Dr. Paul
the Brockton Football League.
Dubois.
negative at an increase of 34%.
Results of the soccer research were

